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"Editorially.
by the-. Editor

And, with this issue of AD ASTRA over three weeks late, I come 
to the last page, guiltily known as the "editorial alibi section". Al
though the road to hell is paved with good intentions, we did have ev
ery intention of getting this number in the mail on the 20th of Dec., 
1939 Obviously, w.e didn't; the shame-faced truth is, #4 and #5 AA, 
have been quarterly, rather than bi-monthly. We hope to make up for 
this deplorable., fact by issuing #6 in thirty days, thus taking the ed
ge off of our tardiness and catching up with the bi-monthly date of 
AA’s publication schedule.

In the way of excuses, I . might remark that "even margins" aren't 
fun. Realizing, though, ...that neatness of format was the magazine’s- 
biggest weakness, it was decided that henceforth a "dummy" issue-of AA 
would be prepared on galley forms. This meant twice as much work, ev
en if the element of uncertainty was eliminated. Your editor, having, 
discovered there are only twenty-four hours per day, during which • at 
least one-quarter------ is generally spent sleeping, was particularly 
hard-pressed, ;xhep he learned that ‘only’ a pitipully small portion of 
that time was-■available for science fiction. And then, that was out, 
of the ••orfe-quart er ,d;ay. -generally spent sleeping. Consequently, though 
aide-de-camp Meyer did a heroic .hare of the labor, besides his regul
ar work as Business Editor,. .AD ASTRA is late.

This ■ month .we . preset something we had ' ho idea would appear, a 
few weeksago. It,came.very unexpectedlyOne day, when I was loung
ing in.5156.Cambridge headquarters, Richie Meyer-flung a #1 Amazing 
Stories dangerously,violent on the floor* •"Dammit,.Mark!" said he, 
"things.have. comp; 1P a,pretty penny!" I looked up in.surprise and, 
then saw the. .reason for the outburst. He-had-been reading some cont
emporary, S^F. newsrsheets. "So, you’ll put out-another fan. magazine , 
and-be- happy.,". I. replied sarcastically. "That’s just what I’m gong 
to do!"- ■ Rich, cried with vim. As a result-, you’ll find the first issxe 
of hi'S- mag-- "MID-WEST Fan News", included in this issue as its debut. In 
future- issues.,, his .mag will appear as a separate publication, obtain
able by subscription through 3156 Cambridge. But, the rest is explai
ned in the .pages of MID-WEST. Thanx to him, we’re introducing it in AA 
as a special treat to our subscribers and I feel sure that you will all 
show ybur appreciation by subscribing immediately to the newest of Mr. 
Rim nublications.

Inis issue of AD ASTRA is respectfullyjdedica&ed to ASTOUNDING... 
SC1-E_. J J-FICTION,the third professional' magazine to appear in this spe
cial series. In connection with the event, Mr. Campbell has written 
his guest editorial, and elsewhere in this issue will be found a con
cise statistical resume of ASTOUNDING for handy collector’s reference. 
From now on, dedications will be presented at rare and appropriate in
stances, for we have covered the "big three" and the other pros are of 
comparatively recent date, thus making a statistical resume of their 
existences unnecessary.

The cover this month is reproduced by permission of AMAZING STOR
IES, it being the Krupa drawing to "War with Jupiter" by W. Lawrence 
Hamling and Mark Reinsberg in the- May 1939 issue. Last issues repro
duction, as well as the one on the cover this issue, are from personal 
"original" collection of your editor, and, if you wish,there are many 
fine examples of science fiction act which will be reproduced.Copies 
of all drawings may be obtained through AD ASTRA b^ sending in 10^.

Incidentally, readers of AA might send 20 cents uo W.L. Hamling, 
for a copy of the 1st issue of•STARDUST, su’oerb, printed, semi-pro 
th material by many professional, authors ma
Next AA wm feature a
want to miss. A word to the wise......
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*******************************
Science fiction ♦ 

and its fans are a .♦
queer pattern of 
paradoxes,a lovely 
s tv. b2 ? ng gr ound 
for authors <md iTi- 
iters alike; Be
cause science fic-

*
* :**.

GUEST EDITORIAL 
No. 2 '

* ’ . by: • . • r Y ' ft .
JOHN W, (^MPBELL, Jr

* * * *
that, in consequ
ence, comparatively 
few" men can write

’ * • in' the fi&ld; and' 
* writes well Ihe lead-

tion is unique ? ASTOT^TINdEditorr ’ .
SCIENCE-FICTION

sort of niuierial

* ing authors" must
* be able to write, 
* have a strong and '

&****************************** logical imaginat-'

aches a unique sort of mind, arid $». 
c ons equ enc e,a oomparatively small
group 
of th, 
erial

widely scattered, Because- 
differentnosd ■ of -the mat- " 
and the. unusual trend "of

mind needed for its appreciation, 
it has a strong tendency to build ' 
up walls about itself? to bring . 
forth groups and •organizations 
seeking meeting of similar active 
minds. It makes personalities 
important in its field.

The authors of science fiction 
ar,e. personalities to the fans to
a greater extent than, 
in any. other field of

perhaps, 
fiction-,

' "• ion./and a sense-Of 
drama----a series’of qualifica
tions' that vastly- reduced the 
possible number of authors. Sec-, 
ond, that demand for progress"and 
change. .New ideas and new methods 
of presentation, end development 
must be worked out. And’ third,the 
increasing demand ohat arises when 
author A turns out a story not 
only presenting a good idea, but 
presenting it in well-handled form 
with a good sense’of drama and a 
ke-en choice of words, for all sto
ries to match it in quality.Then, 
naturally, , when the quality of 
Author A’s work becomes a-

There is an intent and personal 
interest in V>flqading writers; . 
new authors recognized as new cnes 
almc t instantly by nearly .all • 
fane, and their work carefully 
studied. There are the old fav
orites who are wel^ and favorably 
known. Surely, in such a field, 
author success will tend to-be 
stable and lasting.
..And, surely, it is’ not.-’ In no 

field does the turnover of authors 
proceed, as rapidly and as f imlly. 
In no^ field is leadership so apt 
to shift rapidly and with ' such 
completeness.

“Yet science fiction fans feel 
they are peculiarly faithful to 
the leading workers in the field!

They aren't and can’t be, be
cause they’re far more faithful— 
and rightly so---to a philosophy

ard-j inevitably author Bj a new 
man,turns up with yet better han
dling and science. • .

.y days of science fic- 
,he stable days. Then,

The earl; 
tion were t

that • inevitably leads to ri^id; 
shifting. ■ The. very basis of sei-”- 
ence fiction is a changing futurs; • 
a constantly bettering, different,- 
tomorrow, and an equally complete 
dedication 'to. .the idea of progress.

Three things? then, lead 
itably.to .a-rapid change of

inev-

a powerful new idea served to 
make a story, and only the exce
ptional yarn presented characters 
and. an idea. New ideas- were easy 
to-.-present then----not a tenth of 
the possibles had been’ used. It’-s 
very different now---- and the au
thors- vzho could think up ideas- by 
the-ream, and characters not at 
all, have gone. He was succeed
ed by the author vzho thought up the 
plot—action in a strange locale, 
by the--;ream, and outlined a char
acter in solid blacks and whites, 
without shading, or made charac
ters by mechanical tricks.

He was succeeded in turn. The 
higher--quality of the material 
became, the tougher competition— 
and th^mo're care went into mak
ing a story.

From’ this end--- the Editor's 
Desk---the "reaction to the ”old-

erShip; , the fact that the
-— favorites” is frequently intores- 
lead- ting. ’ The typical expression of 
field . • thav reaction runs: ”1 was vswr
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glad to see a story by John/J, 
Oltimer. We haven’t heard ^rom 
him in'years,and his ’’The Blasted 
Rockett” was welcome. The best 
story in the issue was ’’Thoughts 
Can’t Die” by Richard Newguy.New- 
guy’s a real find. His plot isn't 
new, but he's worked it up in a 
way that really puts it' over. 
Next best was......Finally, ’’The 
Blasted Rockets”was all right tool

Some fade away quietly; some 
flicker in and out a while, and 
are finally dropped, ■ And some, 
change with the years, developing 
as rapidly as the magazines, 'and 
stay on top, of course. -But how 
many can you name that have stay
ed on top for five years? Seven 
years? Ten years?

Science fiction is'now begin- 
ing, it seems to me, the last 
phase of rapid change. There 
should be a now stability-----but 
that stability of authors can cane 
only when all the top men have re
ached a level of genuine literary 
valu- comparable with that of the 
general magazine field. When sci
ence fiction presents material 
worded as carefully, plotted as 
powerfully, and characterized as 
accurately as the '"in 
any field, then, and Only’then, 
can a true stability be maintain
ed. Science fiction presents bas
ically different plots----but it 
has,and never had? any excuse for 
presenting those ideas and plots 
in poorly constructed and poorly 
written stories. A good idea pre
sented badly means simply that 
what might have made a great story 
in the hands of a good writer has 
been wasted for all time, for ne
ver again can that idea be both 
new and powerfully presented.

Like any pioneers, the early 
writers staked out vast tracks of 
the virgin field, and used ideas, 
profligately,wasted the resources 
with criminally faulty methods of 
utilization.

Today, truly competent writers 
are developing those ideas expos
ed, but never really used, into 
stories far stronger than was the 
early material. In.early science

AD ASTRA 

fiction, to expose the idea was 
enough: today, some use must be 
made of it.

Nowhere in the field is that 
more forcefully illustrated than 
in the screwy-animal story. Time 
after time, stories had appeared 
in which the heroes went to a 
strange planet,and the author then 
conducted them through the local 
zoo, though he called it the loc
al jungle, displaying one whird 
animal after another, winding-up 
with the hero whose- zeet were 'ti
red and a reader who had lost ail 
interest in the author’s tour-• de 
force of animal-thinking up.-

The complete failure of -science 
fiction to"make proper use of its 
possibilities is beautifully dem
onstrated by the astonished joy 
aroused by Weinbaum’s stories. 
Weinbaum usually thought up only 
one or two strange' animals----but 
he positively staggered science 
fiction by its unique and unheard 
of idea of using them as charac
ters J

This issue of AD ASTRA- is ded
icated to ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FIC
TION. Properly,! think,the ques
tion arises as to just what AST
OUNDING is dedicated to. • • The 
foregoing may,- I think, indicate 
the answer. ASTOUNDING is dedi
cated to the proposition that all 
men may be created free, - but they 
are not created equal. Some are 
good writers,and some merely have 
ideas. Some can expose an idea— 
and some can make of it a story— 
that is worth remembering. We .
want only the latter type.

ASTOUNDING is dedicated to the
idea that, in rapid rejection of
the authors who do not improve—- 
with the field, science ficticn... 
fans kpow what they’re doing. We 
wi11 accept only stories....which 
are well written, well plotted, 
and use their basic idea.

And we will continue to have a 
high author turnover till th$ 
quality of science fiction is al| 
up to the level of the best in oth
er fields. Some of it is in th a 
last few months. All of it will 
be.
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* THAT MOMENT *
# 1 Of *
* HORROR *
o *

* , by *
# * 

* Henry Kuttner *
* -it

Weird fiction is one of the 
ost difficult of all types to 
/rit;, and it attracts nearly all 
authors,modern as well as classic. 
Irtevitably few masterpieces of 
fantasy are produced. But occas- 
sionally we read a story that- 
sticks in our memory, because it 
has produced a real emotion or 
mood for a fleeting time. An ef
fective weird tale should give us 
what the Scots call a"cauld grue” 
— a moment in which intellect is 
in abeyance, and emotion rules , 
the’ emotion of half-instinctive 
fear. It is this that makes us 
look up from the pages of a book 
to glance at a dark doorway. No
thing is there, of course, and we 
know it. Yet if a weitd story can 
make the reader feel, however 
briefly, that he may not be alone 
it has fulfilled its purpose.

Too many modern writers, in an 
attempt to achieve this affect, 
smear, horror upon horror. ’.'Vamp-- 
ires and incubi. pop up on the 
first page, and each scale and 
tentacle of every demon i’s des- 
cribcd’and minute detail. The 
result is often she or boredom.... 
Restraint, that vital factor in a 
weird tale, is omitted, I can re
call no great masterpiece of fan
tasy that poured such floods of 
fear upon the reader’s shrinking 
head. Most of these classics are 
remembered for the single moment 
of stark,abysmal terror that cre
ated a mood not easily forgotten.

Often this effect is achieved, 
by strong contrast. Atmosphere, 
characterization, style and some
times irony may play their part, 
but in the ghost stories cf James, 
the ultimate horror is heightened

by the antiquarian data and the 
earthy,familiar touches that have 
gone before. l\ot until the climax 
as a rule, does James introduce, 
the inexplicably supernatural. I 
recall one charming tale by this 
author in which a man,digging for 
treasure in a dark well,uncovered 
a recess containing a mouldy sack. 
He pulled the sack toward him; it 
fell against his body and put its 
arms around his neck. The ghast
liness of this unexpected, hor
rible situation is ii?resistable.

The same writer mentions a man 
who, dozing in his armchair,found 
himself sleepily stroking the back 
of his dog, crouching beside the 
chair unseen. The moment of hor
ror occurs when.the man realizes, 
that he has no dog, and when the 
faceless, hairy thing at his side 
ris'es into view.

In Wells’ famous ’’Red Room”, 
the.ultimate horror occurs when, 
the candles that form the only 
light begin to go out one by one, 
while the narrator frantically, 
and vainly tries to rekindle than. 
In Vincent O’Sullivan’s ’’Business 
of Madame Jahn”, the .climax is 
reached when a corpse, floating 
unsupported in air, cries to its 
murderer, "I have been dead for 
many days.” .And in "The Wendigo” 
of course, the unendurably horri- 
ble suggestion of what Defago’s 
feet resemble after his sojourn 
with the Wendigo, is nheer genius 
to my mind at least..

One touch of horror. One mo~ 
nient of revelation and fear. In 
"The Beast'with Five Fingers”, it 
is the description of the fat,pa
llid hand crawling like a spidef 
on the desk. In "The Shadows on 
the Wall” the shudder comes not 
when the shadows of the dead ap
pear, but when their murderer , 
armed with a sword, systematical
ly slashes empty air where those 
who cast the shadows should have 
stood.

In Morgan Robertson’s "From 
the Darkness and the Depths", a 
story of ah invisible octopus 
that is washed aboard a ship, I 
recall a sailor, gripped by the
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unseen., sliding toward the scup
pers as he screams and claws the 
deck; In Lovecraft1 s "Dunwich 
Horror", I remember .the descrip
tion of the dying Half-human, mon
ster, and especially the ghastly 
tentacles which ’’changed color"as 
the thing breathed. In Belknap 
Long’s fine "Space-Eaters”, I 
shuddered over* the inexplicable , 
white object that ran down a tree 
and elongated like ..an arm., as .it 
pursued the fleeing victim.
, ■ These-situations, lifted from 
their .surroundings, are meaning
less save to those who have read 
the tales in Question. For that 
reason I have tried tO choose 
'■stories which most fanshhsve read 
br. should -have read. As I. say, 
the single scenes are ineffective 
Save as .integral parts-of tithe 
whole.A weird yarn need follow no 
Arbitrary formula or pattern; it 
can make its own laws,, so long as' 
it achieves its purpose. But I 
believe that all good weird stor
ies possess this single moment of 
horror which surpasses everything 
else in the epos. It.is easy en
ough to prove or disaprove this*. 
What weird fantasies do you . Ve-- 
call off-hand? And why do you 
remember them? '/hat scene is cal
led to mind' when, you think of 
"The White People”' by Machen., for 
example, or Bulwcr-Lytton’s "Ho
use Land the Brain”?

It is necessary to utilize the 
emotions as well as the intellect 
in writing a weird tale---- a good 
one.. Any capable author can turn 
out a ghost story which, will be

enjoyable reading and provide br
ief entertainment. But in order 
to arouse any real emotion in the 

; reader it is vital for the writer 
to feel something of that emotion 
himself* He must, for the nonce, 
at least half-believe that he is.

. a character in his story. He must 
hypnotize himself into feeling 
that, character1s emotions.

A certain restraint,of course, 
is advisable. More than once, 

■when- I’m.writing a yarn and have, 
"my character in a tough spot, I 
find myself unconsciously emittirg 
the most extraordinary sounds--* 
gasps’-- groans--------horse rasps 
'and the occasional., "Oooooh God"J 
If anybody is in the.room, with me 
at the time, they are startled, 
to say.the leasts

I once wrote a tale in . which, 
the prbtagonist was buried alive. 
And I did my damnest to feel. as. 
he would have felt. I visualized 
the darkness, the weight of earth 
pressing down., -.and,the ' diffi
culty in breathing, even to. the 
extent of holding my breath. Whe
ther or not this had anything to., 
do with it, the published story, 
proved popular with readers..

Now I do not recommend carry
ing such literary exercis.es t.oo 
far". ' But I do feel that visual
ization and emotional projection, 
are important if one wants to 
write a good weird tale. Without 
these factors, it is next to im
possible to. create that moment of 
stark, shuddery,horror that makes 
such stories as"The Empty Birth" 
and "The Damned Thing"remembered.

** Are YOU planning to attend .the CHICAGO 1940 WORLD SCIENCE FICTION 
CONTE TION? Which dates would be more convenient for you; sometime in 
Augurt, 194-O,. or Sept. 1st, over the three-day Labor Day-holiday? ** 
** ’ie answers to those two questions must be learned at once, for, 
the C?nvention Committee must plan the entire event, many months in 
advance. Would everyone pleas? drop us a few lines telling if you are 
planning’to be in .Chicago for the Convention, so we will have some id
ea as to how many to expect...and, also include your preference on the 
date the Convention should be held on. Your cooperation will be appr
eciated.
** All communications regarding the Convention should be sent to the 
Chairman of the Convention Committee, IFF Headquaters, 315$ Cambridge, 
Ave., Chicago, Illinois. , .MID-WEST MARKY

exercis.es
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* * * * ************************ * * * * *
*- . BIOGRAPHICALLY SPEAKING -*: 
- * »

*- ; SEABURY QUINN
*- '? • .... .
*- by: • '
*-'-,--. " ' . . -*,
*- Gerald WMeader -*
*---------------------------------- ;------------.——.... *
**■’ *****************-*-*:*-**:+;*******

Seabury Quimwas born in Wash
ington, D.C. on January 1, 1889. 
where he lived until 1917. He 
practiced law for seven yearsj 
having acquired two law degrees.,.. 
LL.B., and LL.M. At the outbreak 
of the World War he .entered trai
ning, 'camp, expecting to serve .in 
the infantry, but,possibly becau
se.. qf .his- legal training, was 
transferred and assigned to inte
lligence work. After eighteen 
months of active service,- he .was 
honorably discharged and, as his 
parents had died in the meantime, 
he decided to knock around for a 
while . ’ " 4 i

His first position was with the 
old "Casket”, a trade magazine of 
the Funeral Directors profession. 
For the next eighteen years he 
served successfully as reporter, 
assistant editor, managing editor 
and editor. During his residence 
in New York City he married a girl, 
with whom he had gone to sch
ool. They have one son, born July 
4, 1926, in Brooklyn;Seabury Quinn 
Junior. The QuinsEnow reside ‘ - in 
Washington. Seabury (Sr.) is ffve 
feet, ten inches tall, weighs-190 
lbs, but be assured that ’’none of 

. his fat sags”.-
/ Seabury’s principal form • of 
amusement ? other than reading and 
writing, is walking; he just fol
lows his nose in all kinds of we
ather , day.or -night,whenever•tthe 
fancy takes him. Nb doubt many a 
story, has been evolved while ..on 
these / wandering -walks which he 

, de lights in// . \ it
Everyone has/pet peeves. Sea

bury “has three., Americans who 
aren’t 10.0% sold on America;1, peo- 

• pl"1 who try to mind other peqple’s 
business; and people who don’t

.................... Page 7-..

think the moderns- -are- -turning- put 
just as fine'writing, both prose 
and poetry-, • -. as- any of- the .nclas^ 
SiCS ‘ *■ Tre ’started writing • while. • fin 
the army, having- long periods- of 
duty in which there was nothing 
more exciting to do than sit- be
side. a telephone. His first ac
cepted story was -published • m 
Street & Smith’s- Detective Story 
Magazine in 1918, •and dealt with 
what was then a novelty in ■ . that 
magazine, a vampire.

-. when Weird Tales started he was 
one of their first ,contrib ut ors. 
The first tale for them was ’’The 
Phantom Farmhouse”,, published-in 
the October,1923,issue. This has 
‘had a considerable effect on wei
rd literature, and is still occa- 
ssionally mentioned. ■

•' 5 years latar when Weird Tales
republished it as a ’’reprint”,, in
.March,1929, it won first place in 
the reader-vote. Following this 
story and "Out of the Long Ago-", 
a story of werewolf ism,, he turned 
to fact-articles and ran a series 
of weird crimes : in Veird Tales 
for about a year. Followed that 
with a series on the Salem witch

'd raft. persecutions, which ran for 
" almost” another year. Title of
this second series was "Servants 
of Satan". A must on your read

ying list, if you-have not already 
enjoyed this' fine story.- -.• • • •

Seabury has written stories 
- not of a weird nature,for•several 
other magazines. A series,' twenty 
seven in all, of the Military In
telligence under the general tit-

* le of "The Washington Night's En
tertainment" appeared in Beal De
tective Tales. • Following these 

.was a second series called "The
Problems of Professor Forrester”, 

• which ran through some eighteen 
or twenty adventures. vuringthe 

'.■ brief life of: Magic Carpet Maga- 
’ zine he-had a story in every is- 
,sue, these tales.dealing with the 

, adventures- ,o£. a soldier of fortu-
' ne.- / , ■ ■ / : • ■ . . . ~

He - ■ was? more interested in the 
j weird, ''.supernatural and fantastic 
■■;'-than in straight crime detection
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so that when Real Detective Tales 
changed its policy and became a 
’’True Story”book, he was not sor
ry to give up detective stories 
to devote himself* to a study .. of - 
the supernatural and give’ "the re
sults of his researches-to read
ers through the exploits of Jules 
de Grandin.

Tr 1925,while casting- about for 
something to write one Sunday af
ter. . n he hit upon the - character 
of icJ-s de Grandin, and -his foil 
Dr. Samuel Trowbridge. He hadn’t 
intruded writing more than one 
story about de Grandin, but edit
orial and reader response was.so 
immediate and enthusiastic that 
for the next thirteen years he 
did practically no other 'stories. 
De Grandin became an institution 
in Weird Tales,and has ninety five 
stories published about him; 
this being something of a record. 
The first de Grandin story was 
entitled”The Horror on the Links” 
and appeared in the October, 1925 
issue of Weird Tales; This' was a 
’’reprint” in the May, 1937 issue. 
The present editorial policy of 
Weird Tales’ of shorter storieshas 
concluded this-series, in Weird 
Tales at least,for the time being.

A book on Mortuary Jurisprud
ence and numerous articles relat
ing to the Funeral Director have 
been published in various Trade- 
magcZines. Seabury has also been 
a. lecturer on the staff of one 
embalming school and a guest-lec
turer at another. He id now un
der cot. tract'with one or two tra
de-magazines. His articles are 
as interesting as his storie’s. 
His time is pretty well taken up, 
with'writing partly under cont
ract, and partly as free lance.’ '

Here are some of the reasons, 
that make Mr. Quinn the success 
he is today in his chosen field: 
He believes that the fact that a 
story is published on pulp paper 
does not excuse the writer from 
giving it everything he.has, both 
as to material, plot and style. 
He builds his stories, laboring 
over them for hours to polish th
em, and select the exact word he 
needs to express the exact mean

ing he desires to convey.’ He sp
ends hours’ in research,- gathering 
data for each story with all the 
care he .gives to the preparation 

/-of' a fact-article. He is a slow 
workman, seldom' turning out more 
than 1500 words a day,and putting 
it all down in longhand before 
transcribing a rough draft on the 
typewriter. This rough draft is 
then polished with as much care 
as possible, and from the- revised 
version a fair copy is made for 
the editor. The necessary ••study 
for ’’Uncanonized” ,Weird Tales for 
November, 1939, required -almost 
three weeks. The story was set 
down on paper in a little more 
than ten days. These pains-taken 
methods have born fruit;Quinn has 
held his popularity for almost 
twenty years of continuous writh
ing, while a lot of pulp? withers 
have fallen into the discard and 
been forgotten. • • •

He has always been interested 
in the Funeral Director and Emb
almer, and is one of the very few 
authors, if not the only one, who 
has always given us a- boost; most 
authors picture the Funeral Dir
ector as a vulture and a- robber. 
His story in the January,1940,is 
sue of Weird Tales, ’’Mortmain”, 
has as its hero a Funeral- Direc
tor. This is something that- he 
has wanted to do for a long time-’. 
His story is’ very accurate and- a 
•truer and fairer picture of the 
Funeral Director than any I have 
ever- read.

Seabury has written many - stor
ies for Weird Tales other than 
the de Grandin series; he is a 
part of the magazine. One of the 
outstanding fantasy stories of 
all time; past, present, future? 
is his tale of ’’Saint Nick” ;•’’Ro
ads” appeared in the January,1938 
issue. If you haven’t read this 
delightful tale of the Yuletide 
Spirit, do so by all means. This 
if none Other, makes him the Dean 
of Fantasy in my humble opinion.'

By the AMERICANISM • expressed, 
in some of his stories, Quinn has 
earned the hatred of members of 
foreign-minded groups, who have 
not' been slow to express their
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displeasure. One story of his, 
’’Washington nocturne”, a story of 
the Unknwon Soldier, which appea
red in the May,1939,issue of Wei
rd Tales, which attacked both Ra
cism and Communism, was particul
arly unpopular with fellow trave
lers and followers of European 
dictatorships. The Communists a- 
ccused Quinn of being a Fascist, 
the Fascists accused him being a 
Communist. Nearly a year after 
the story’s publication,people of 
these political beliefs are still 
writing to Weird Tales, bitterly 
denouncing Quinn and suggesting 
that he has outlived his popular-

................Page- 9.

ity as a writer, which' is- absurd-.
has also received many abusive 

and insulting letters, ’ from the 
same sort of Reds, and Parlor Pi
nks, saying that he isn’t fit to 
contribute to Weird Tales, seme 
of them go so far as to ’’make it 
so hot for him” that he’ll be gl
ad to stop writing. This will 
give you an idea of what a writer 
finds himself up against in these 
days of conflicting ”isms”. But 
it is to the credit of Seabury 
that these threats haven’t stop
ped him from what he feels is 
right.

THE END
* ♦ * * ★+* * * * * * * * * * t n i i

AD ASTRA' S' BOOK REVIEW SECTION by Erle Korshak

“THE PRINCESS OF ATVATABAR” 
by William R. Bradshaw

Printed by J.F. Douthitt, New York City; 1892.

The interesting part of this book, is that there are few collec* 
tors who possess a copy of this, one of the best of its kind ever- wri- 
tten.

As a book it is a unique item to have. A large sized affair, 
with a very thick cover, the title in gold lettering. The interior is 
profusely illustrated with over fifty full page illustrations, • all of 
which deal with the fantastic. In the preface, the author speaks of 
his combining the best features of Verne, Wells, Haggard, Stevenson, 
and Lytton into a super-fantasy, with realistic descriptions.

The story itself is keenly interesting,for it is one of the first 
stories to use the inner-vzorld plot, much like Burroughs later did' in 
his Pellucidar Stories. In this tale, a group of explorers'in search 
of adventure sail to the North Pole. When they arrive’ there, they are 
caught in a great storm which brings the- uncontrolable ship into- a 
huge ice cavern. From then-on they travel down an underground- river 
and arrive at the inner-world, Atvatabar. The people’ ’of this land’ are 
very far advanced in many sciences and arts, yet^ase without modtim 
weapons and the like, for they still use,what’are to us,ancient imple
ments and clothes of 2000 years ago. However, they have already perf
ected super trains, a type of rocket ship, rays, flying belts, robots, 
and many other-marvelous devices. ' ’• ►

Lexington, the hero and leader of the Polar Expedition, falls in 
love with Lyonne, the high-priestess.. The Magicians and Priests don’t 
favor the newcomers to their land and subsequently declare war. But 
the explorers win, and the story comes to an end as Lexington and Ly
onne are crowned King and Queen of the Inner-world.

The story is a most remarkable one when ingenuity and newness-of 
plot are taken into consideration, for the book was written in the be
ginning of the 90s, it being a forerunner to many themes in science fi
ction now in common use. EK 
(Mr. Korshak advises that the above'book is for sale and quotes readers 
of AD ASTRA tjie special price of $5. See advertisement page.-Editor-.)
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• These things have the .essence,- 
of dreams but are not dueAss.They 
are castles of imagery built with 
the buiiding stones offact^. .•■•If 
facts and reality are solid,these, 
things whereof we'speak-have the 
same solidity ’of those things you 
touch and those things you can 
see on a summery night high in 
Inf iriite';di stances-;a^ •...........
- "Out of a^million million • -mom^ - h. 
ehts^ydu' are there and I -am here, 
arid "out of those million millions- 
of moments it shall never recur 
again, a precious instant.,.'wasted 
with words that are withoutmean-. 
ing, with thoughts ,;that have • a 
fading substance but which flit 
forever,' But you are there and.I 
Am here’—one’brief instant. That 
is what I mean by coincidence.
- I-have a good friend who,swears-. ' 
what I repeat is true. On. . the 
surface » it bears the earmarks: of 
super dtious hodgepodge; but un- ., 
derl".<.i.g it are the elements, of. 
matter-of-fact substance. His 
own brother was far out on the 
sea, while he lay dreaming. In , - 
his . .ind he saw the decks of . the 
ship swept by wind and rain, felt . 
the vessel heave and toss in the 
elemental fury of tempest and 
storm,and as he stood in the hat- ' 
chway, a massive dog ran from the 
rainswept decks and sprang , up; 
placing its fcrepaws on his shou- . 
Iders. It was only a dream, but 
a few days later my friend recei- ■ 
ved a telegram saying his - brother 
had died——at the same moment of- 
his strange dream when the massive : 
"dog had stood glaring into. Mils 
eyes. he. calls it a-strange coi
ncidence j but . shudders when he-' 
“thinks .of it. The.’gossamer stuff •• 
•of wonderment and horror' seems 
»pron-e -to- run.d,er.Ly,. .all .doipodripnce,.7? ■ But no' matter^ tmTIME< they> sav, - . 
,is. a; .■cycle* The.; FUTURE. ru^.S, back:-

ward into the PAST,. ' is part - of a 
wjaeel; of • time, • or the many-'wheel's 
of time., and if .that-' i.s so, • we 
each - have counterparts from the 
past and future which are here in 
the present. Or perhaps many cou- 
netetparts. Or perhaps we are a 
part of every living-soul that ex
ists. But even thatvis of no mo^ 
■menti- It. would, just be a vast, co
incidence. ... \ •

It is all a huge mix-up, if. you. 
want- to consider the future, and? 
past is l^notted up with the pres
ent-, a tangled line of existence, 
that 'may carry many counterparts, 
with the PRESENT - INSTANT of coe- 
existence a strange coincidence 
of many chance meetihgs:v . < •

In August, 1877., a man hurried 
from the telescope of the Naval 
Observatory of Washington-. . His 
name was- Hall, and he had - just 
made-what was to him a • momentous 
discovery. The fact that his name- 
was to be marked down in astrono
my for his finding has nothing to 
do with this correspondence and 
relation of events, which really 
began a CENTURY AND A HALF EARLI'ftl 
ER.

A century and a half earlier, 
in .1726, a man by the name of 
Swift was publishing a biting sa
tire • that was to remain forever 
as a classic by itself. Yet . the 
success of Gulliver’s Travels has 
nothing to do with the issue.What 
DOES ' concern us is that •,-remark- 
able thing which he conceived, 
drawing his substance from noth
ingness, which was to precede (by 
a Century and a.half) the discov
ery made by enthusiastic young 
Hall with his 26 inch ■telescope.

In narrating "of the voyage ' to. 
Laputa, Swift ^ridiculed -the- -sci
ence of the day> - a&troriomy in$^^ 

.'ded,1 * ’arid j in 'further.' r.evelatidriS 
;(V continued on page 15;) )- ’ j * - ? -■'■ — '** : -T-, . * * <• •’ ri A



FAH/GST FACTS by ’’Farwest" Jack Erman ********************
”♦ .& the last—shall b first I”*

--fr ?m an old Ceben proverb by Confuse-us. I always think its-kinda* 
classy to start off a' column with a quotation, donchu? In this c-sse,!* 
mean the last LASFL meeting of last month shall b the first reported5!' 
upon.

Twas on the 5th Thursday of November--- how well we remember—J: 
all thru the land there was turkey on hand! & the imagi< natives of LA 
did indeed have something to b thankful for that holiday-, for our-’mems 
were invited to the home of Secy Yerke for a real oldfa'shiond Thanxgiv- 

' ing Turkey Dinner Delux (with all th’ trimmin’s),hospitably prepared & 
f' ‘served by Bruce's Mother & 'Grandmother. Have Hodgkins, Pogo,Bradbury, 
Paul Freehafer, 4e, Morojo, Yerke,Daugherty & other stfans together in 
one gathering & U’r bound to have a greatime!

MERRITT PRESENT!!
(Hin-, 

I guess that knockt your eyes out, I guess, I guess. & since U’r 
blind, now, I can safely reveal, without pricking our prestige, that 
our Merritt was ML Jr, stfan who’s a student at Caltech, Pasadena,) •

. . ’ . • • • -We
lookt over our library again (recently removed from Bradbury’s to Yer- 
ke’s), & at our host's own collection. (Just noticed I’ve written 3 
’ours1 in succession—my, how time flys^) Feature of the evening was 
an auction of recent issues contributed by new-mem Schrader. • First- 5c 
on each mag to go to Bill, all monies above a nickel to -our ’ Club- 
Treasury. Just to show U how crazy Californians can get, 23c was bid 
on the last month’s Astounding & the purchaser then proceeded to give 
it away! Paul Freehafer, having a Famous Fantastic Mysterys he had 
read & wich was not due’on the stands for another wk yet, got into the 
spL Jt of the thing & auctiond it off (the mag, my frend-, not the spi
rit of the thing) for 17c! Bradbury buying.

I see by’ refer!ng to’ my 
report in AA #4 that I had got asfaras Sep. 11. Backward, 0 backward 
Time in thy flyt! I had every intention, athatime, of chronicling the 
hupnings of our Leag meetings & other events-wk by wk so that nothing 
woud b omitted & it woud not b too much work,the final article requir
ing only the assembling of the assorted paragrafs. Buc now I find 12 
wks to b recalld, & I am apnlld, for 3 mos.is a lifetime in LA activi- 

. tys. ;
To refresh my memory I acknowledge indebtedness to the Minutes of 

our Secy, Bruce Yerke; he has lent me the Record Bk. In fact, the fol
lowing coud b .considerd a colaboration, as I have permission to quote 
where convenient.

At our meeting of 14 Sep we had 5 guests from Glen
dale. These included Roy A Squires 2d & Perry L Lewis. "When the Sec
retary walked in he found the room in the subdued 1 Ite of the •..wall' 
lamps, whose effect'was quite pleasing on all but the eyes. At the 
time of his entrance, a discussion about Esperanto was in’ swing, with 
one of the Glendale boys asking Fojak why any one should learn Esperan
to, because the ones that didn't know it couldn't understand you even 
then. He■was pointing out that by learning Esperanto, you could only 
talk to•12,000.000 people,while if you learned French you can converse 
with 75,000,000 people. It turned out, however, that he had never 
tried to learn French. 'Another one of the faults found with Esperanto 
was that if a Frenchman, a Dutchman & an Englishman got together, they 
couldn't recite the poetry of their own countries in Esperanto. There-
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for-' , due to this hideous & insurmountable drawback, why should anyone 
ever bother to learn Esperanto?”

It myt b xplaind here that 1Tubby’ 
always uses one of Morojo’s green & brown ribbons, wich'makes his min
utes very colorful. Hence the ’italix’ in the xcerpts, representing 
Bruce’s brown emfases*

Oldtimers seen at the meeting of 21 Sep, • ac
cording to Yerke, were E± Cunningham. Ron Reynolds, Guy Amory & Doug 
Rogers—’’all friends of Bradbury”. (Very sub-tie) ’’Visitor from for
eign shores was Mamrekca Yaj Tserrof. ” 0, I remember that meeting;
that was the one where everyone took to signing the register in ' some 
odd.fashion, either hiser name backward or in Esperanto or Pigla-tin, 
upsidedown or ? verke records an ’’argument about the high & mighty- 
cause of science taking place between Moro jo & McMurtry (Pasadena Tech
nocrat) attracted most of the club members over to that part of thb-- 
room, & it was here that the meeting took place a short while later, 
the same of which consisted of reading the minutes & a letter fr<m£«n- 
don” (Ted Carnell).

28 Sep: ’’Ackerman had with him a Polish version 
of Flhsh Gordon” (an original Krupa sclentificartoon strip) ’’which was 
read aloud to. all by Bradbury. It was flippantly remarked that it 
sounded something like the Secretary reading the minutes.” Later* 
’’Numerous _topics of trivial interest occurred, & finally one- of- th'e 
most, trivial of all things happened: Herman Doepke walked in. ’ ‘ He
promsat down & fell•asleep.” When someone r’emarkt ”1 wondereWhat
ever hupnd to Daugherty”, in walkt Walt! Whereat we all bgan to ”won- 
der:i whatever became of... .& named a dozen different absentees of long 
starling, hoping they woud walk in. This meeting will always b remem- 
berd as Daugherty’s, & Walt will have cause long to recall -it too-. 
During a lull in the conversations he started out by saying he knew 
someone who knew all of us. Silly small thing to say! But it developt 
into the greatest case c£ detection in the annals of the LA ' imagi- 
natives: nothing like it since the Great Hansen Case (when we had Lou
ise Taylor Hansen---Authoress of ’’The Man From Space, Prince of Liars-. 
What the Sodium Lines Reveald”--- etc in our midst a whole evening & 
coudnt get her to tell us who she was.) Daugherty kept shifting- the
sex of this mysterious person who knew all of us but didnt wish- hiser 
identity disclosed. Walt was within 100’ of himer 12' hrs every day. 
Heesh had a foto of 4e. Other clues. Certn of us finaly became con
vinced as the 4th degree wore on that it coud b none other’n the celes
tial Celeste De Pinto (Sedepi), onetime clubmem & contrib’tor to Mad^; 
& that she must b living in the same apt. as Walt. Ryt after the meet
ing Russ, Morojo, Pogo, Ray & 4e rusht out to Daugherty’s adres, beat
ing Walt home &’arriving just in time to catch Celeste coming down the 
st. with a b.f.J Boy, was she embarast! & the next day Daugherty 
moved— ’.

Oct 5: Louise Taylor Hansen returns I Miss Hansen—it was 
her bro’s pic eich apeard representing her in the old WS absorbd the 
attn;of one & all with her personly prepared charts on ancient contin
ents, with historys, speculations etc. Dr Acula, also, was back; where 
he had been he woud not divulge, but he was looking very plump & his 
complexion quite ruddy;& persons have been vanishing unaccountably ev
ery day in LA... ’’The Quivero Jello Hour” put on a 10 min. play, fea- 
turing"Yerke & FJA in half a dozen different parts. (This play was 
sposed to b a radio broadcast..) Script by the estimable TBY, the ’’gen
eral gist of the horror was- that the 2 main characters get into a rock-
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et & when they get out they think they are on the moon. When they are 
attakted by some horrible monsters they fight their way out, only to 
find they were only shot over the ridge into a Crash Gordon movie set 
up. This,” concludes our comic secy, "made the^m embers set up.” • • •

Oct: Paul Freehafer provided entertainment with the 3 records from 
THINGS TO COME suite. * ’’These were pounced upon by the Secretary who 
set them going & refused to budge during the rest of the evening,while 
he listened entranced to the overpowering tempo of Ther March of Sci^ 
ence & to the stirring and panjandrial picture of the Epilogue. War, 
Desoltation, Attack, & the Brats4 Ballad were also played. —- unfor
tunately, • Director Hodgkins seemed not to appreciate the masterpieces 
of melody, & set glumly smoking, some Dromedaries, with his hands over 
his ears. ”

19 Oct: "For the first time in ah'unbroken career of punc
tual. reporting of the horrible minutes of this organization, the- Sec- 
ref ..had to say: ’There will be no minutes tonite-. 1 The words fell 
TTk e’a cloak of .doom over' those m attendance* Such a stunning shock. 
A sr paging concussion-that left the'members cold with horror. -No min- 
utesT No meeting. What was. the use? ’ Why even have a meeting? Why 
noc-all go home r& think' about the war situation? --- But no! ■ WAIT! 
Like the sight of a water hole to the starving dessert travler. ~liEe 
thsyfirst faint part of the-rim of the sun betokening the day to amar- 
ooned Selenian pioneer, there shines forth the lite of hope. A play! 
The ..■Horrible 'Inyasijon. Seventeen pages of masterful fantasy. Perhaps 
this mignu nffset some of the benumbing shock. It will! For Bradbury 
Will be in the To niake a ^hort story long, this play was a 
sort of.farxfial* on ’’The Legion of Time”,the plot being that a 
group.of persons .who werent were trying to conquer the-earth so they 
coud b. "Members held their minds close,” reports'Yerke,"as they lis
tened to the play, which was executed by Ackerman, Bradbury & Yerke. 
Bradbury did his part in executing it.” Another entertainment feature 
of the eve was a contest with original illustrations- by Krupa,Binder & 
Orban as prizes. A sonedisk provided by Joe KuCera, f rend- of- 4e in Om
aha, was playd; containing dialog from 5 unidentifyd fantasy films'. 
Morojo got all ,ryt & pickt the illustration from ’’World Reborn”'as- her 
reward, Bradbury was in 2d place & .took "When the Half-Gods Go” , leav
ing a panel-pic from an early New Amazing for Franklyn Brady.’ Here’s 
how the ansrs of author RAHeinlein stackt up against the actual' titles-:. 
"The Great Train Robbery” ("Old Dark House”), "Perils of Pauline” ("Hi 
Treason), "Ecstasy” ("The Mummy”), ”Snow White & the Dwarfs" ("Murders 
in the Rue Morgue") & "Grapes of Wrath” ("The Invisible Man”). Kwite a 
kidder! He was awarded the booby prize, an original Bradbury...

■ • 26 
Oct: When "Life-Line” Heinlein & his wife Leslyn walkt in,they cariyd 
with them xtra editions of the Hollywood Gazette, ink still wet, wich 
Pogo was first to notice for one had headlines: POGO,YERKE, MOROJO- AR- 
RESTED IN CULT RAID! while the other’s banner blazond: MIRS'-MOON 
ROCKET'LANDS.-L.A. , 4SJ FETED. These caused no end of excitement during 
the corse of. the evening as one member after another woud enter the sa
cred-portals & eventualy notice the newsheets. • Ansr was, they were 
"faked up'-; a fad current in LA. for-a couple wks. Additional commotion 
was caused when Bradbury dond a realistic mask made by Harryhaus-en. 
4iac„ admits to being actualy frytend for-the moment when Ray tapt him 
on the shoulder & he (4e) turnd to see this terrible toothy one-eyed 
fiend confronting him. His reaction was instantaneous as he leapt from
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his chair oathing ’’Omigod!” Ackerman, obviously effected-, for' he'for
got his characteristic ’’Sacred Science!”, exclamation for' stfans, re
versing to the ingraind orthodox epithet, (Chicago’s farfamed ’’Trudy” 
took one look at a snapshot of Bradbury in the false face & promptly 
dubd the Douglas-’’Ickypuss”!) ' ■ *• • ■ • • • •

9 Nov: ’’Upon entering the Little Brown 
Room, it appeared to be a continuation of the work left last Sunday—- 
the oth.for the tables were piled high with copies of Futuria Fantasia 
& Polaris In process of being bound & addressed. ' fed!tor“Freehafer 

'Pilaris had enlisted the aid of member Bill Crawford.” • Aye, the
editor-publisher of Marvel Tales (Everett editions) ^"Unusual Stories 
now has advanced to asst, stapler of Polaris, ■mimeomag! • (This is not 
to cast w.-k. asp-ett-s on Freehafer’s fanmag,- wich is acknowleged by 
one & all to b the finest pub for the weirdist 'since The Fanta-sy- Fan 
bit- the dreamdust.) "On another table Bradbury, Editor- of Futile’ Fan
out, was busy addressing copies of his reaXEy good magazine (as far as 
editor Bradbury is cpncqrned) (Bruce is on'y'kiddin'. Try Brad's mag*^ 
U will say "You ban”’t keep a good fan down’” or, the same thing,- - "I 
can’t stomach him!” 'In case U read this- just jokin',Ray; I- still
ryt for U, don’t I?) to the thousands of subscribers.” -A surprise 
Guest of Honor was -brot about 9 o'cH. by LTUansen in the person of Jer- 
ard He mie, Professor of Geology at the University of Amsterdam-, & one 
of the 6 famous Dutch geologists- Prof... Hennie discust lost contin
ent^ & continental drifts, the exhaustion of the oil supply,aspects- of 
evolution,- etc. -•

16 Nov: Guests present were Harold Taves’, Pogo's-bro 
Jogo, 8: Wm Schillings of San Francisco.; "Forrest J Ackerman announced 
he had sent out a number of air-mail letters to prominent scientific- 
tionlsts involved or standing by in the present most bitter & blind of 
all scientifiction squabbles, asking them their opinions on the • LASFL 
statement appearing- in the Vox Imaginius. A copy of the-form sent but 
& one reply from Robt A MaCle was read. Having finished,Ackerman made 
a mad dash to the P.O. in quest of finding more such returns. Return
ing shortly in record time, he reported there was no soap, or letters 
either. Feelers sent out among the members showed sentiment was a- 
gainst any apology of any nature, & the matter was shelved -until • the 
next meeting.” ’

The results of our next meeting r now history-, 150 of 
our "To Whom It May Concern” forms having been mimeod & major portion 
distributed thruout fandom. Any interested party not yet having rcvd 
copy & wishing one will b promptly maild same without charge; simply a- 
dres request to LASFL, Bx 6475 Met Sta, LA.

Conscious that too much 
has been omitted from this resume, & more put poorly, I beg your ind
ulgence, for my time is a tailor: it presses.

VOICE OF THE IMAGI-NATION (#4, now on sale). A partial list of the 
contributors to our current issue will convince U that here is'a mag 
not to be missed'. Tucker, Warner, Lowndes, Wilson, Reinsberg, Litz, 
Sullivan, Speer, Hemken, Hasse, Korshak, Wolheim, Swisher, Beck,Cam - 
ell, Dewey, Miske!• It's amazing, the "forum of fandom”! Coedited by 
that diverting duo, 4ST & Morojo! Only 10c from Bx 6475 Met Sta, LA.*
*********************** st st St sfcsk st st * * * * Sfr * sksk sk * sk sk st * * * * st * st S* * st st **************** *
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(’’Fantasies -That Became Fact", contdjraed from "page 10
gave imformation which the super
ior astronomers of mythical Lapu- 
ta had supposedly found, unknown, 
to European astronomers, regard
ing the planet Mars.

According to' the non-existent 
(1) science of Laputa, the red 
planet was attended by two satel
lites revolving about it, the in
nermost of which was distant from 
the planet exactly three diameters 
and the outermost five, the first 
making its circle in ten hours 
and the latter in twenty-one and 
a half•

This, let us remind you, was 
wildest fantasy, and when we say 
wildest for that period we really 
mean wild. As far as the world 
knew at that time-, Mars had no. 
satellites! And therein occured

cidences ever to be known to sale 
ence fiction.

One CENTURY'AND A. HALE latex*" 
an astronomer by the name ofHall^. 
utilizing a 26-inch telescope at 
the Naval Observatory, found the 
real satellites, afterword to be 
called Phobos and Deimos, "Dread" 
and "Fear", to be distant from 
the planet three (2.9) and seven. 
(6.9)radii respectively and which 
revolved abound Mars in periods 
of seven and a half and thirty 
hours.

And all we can do is to sit 
back and gasp at the amazing sim
ilarity of fiction from a man’s 
projected mentality---thrust but 
gropingly—and a discovery almost 
precisely the same, not known to 
mankind for more than one hundred

pne st the most remarkable coin- and fifty years later,
### *

((TF.is interesting series by Mr. Haggard will be concluded next issue # 
with "Divine Prophecy", the third article to be presented.-Editor-.)) # 
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AD Asm

The time has come when the 
simple term ,ffan magazine” can no 
longer describe aptly the general 
outlay of amateur publications 
issued by active lovers of imagi
native fiction. Mainly, this is 
because there are now several di
stinct types of amateur publica
tions issued by these "faiss” and 
that the original concept of the 
”fan mag” has greatly changed.

What was this concept? It was, 
roughly,an aid to th e profession- 
al magazines.. The original ’’fan 
mag”, not counting those organs 
of pioneer science correspondence 
societies which dealt mostly with 
experimental and scientific arti
cles, dealt in biographical ske
tches of stf. wrters,editors,art
ists, etc., occassional stories, 
by these writers,"service depart* 
ments” where oldtime "Argosy” etc 
stf was listed, forecasts on cur
rent policies, lineups,and accep
tances of ffie various writers and 
general chatter about authors and 
in reference to their-better-known 
stories. There were, as wuli , 
semi-scientific articles. These 
original fan magazines were en
tirely dependent upon aid sub
ordinate to professional magazin
es. They were real scientificti- 
on magazines.

When, however, the situation 
in pre Sessional magazines became 
such that their quality was great
ly reduced and they were irregu
lar in appearance, this function 
of the amateur fan publication, 
began to wither away. It did not 
completely die, but it did gradu
ally begin to be replaced. And , 
while fiction by imaginative fic
tion enthusiasts appeared to a 
greater extent , the accent gradu
ally fell upon organizations of 
these fans. Thus, we had the 2nd 
type ©f ; •• * one > which' h'
primarily an aid to some particu
lar fan-organization. It did,very 
naturallv, cater to the orofess- 
ional oublications, but was not

dependent upon them, Whereever 
th£ professionals failed them-, 
there was ample material in the 
organization and activites of the 
enthusiasts themselves. These 
magazines were real ’’fan” magazi
nes.

A subsidiary of this general 
type was tie magazine issued by a 
single fan, independent of any 
particular organization. • These 
consisted of fan-chatter, contro
versies, personalities, service 
departments, discussions of- the 
professional magazines. But these 
amateur publications were by no 
means dependent either upon the 
professional magazines, nor upon 
any particular fan organization. ■

The last type to appear was, 
the amateur publication, in the 
FAPA, mostly, issued by an enthu
siast of pseudo-scientific and or 
weird-fantastic fiction which ig
nored the professional • maga-zine 
entirely and fan-organizations..-. 
as well. It was really an’inde- 
pendeiir magazine, good, bad, or 
indiferent depending upon the ed
itor's capabilities both in the 
technical field and in obtaining 
material. * • • ' • • ‘■•

There were, and are, publicat
ions which combine to a certaib 
extent all these main features-. 
But, the most interesting thing 
is this: there is not today one 
single fan mag that is dependent 
upon the continued existence of 
professional' stf and/or f'fantasy 
magazine^, and very few which 
are dependert upon any particular 
fan-organ!zati cn . Thus, the ori
ginal "fan magazine” is a thing 
of the past.

As this writer sees it, there 
are in existence now three gener
al typos of these amateur public
ations (these types somewhat sim
ilar, but not equal to, the orig
inal fan magazines). And, of 
course, there are the in-betweeis, 
those things which analysts find 
so deucedly annoying and wishihat
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tbey could safely ignore.
First: the "catholic fan maga

zine", This type covers science 
fic+’cn and/or fantasy, from as 
far : ck as possible to date,cat
ers to no particular publication, 
covers the field in every possible 
way: books, leaflets, articles in 
n ci-stf magazines, comics, etc. 
No possible source of imaginative 
exploitation is closed to it.Pro
minent example: Spaceways.

Second: the "fan news-gossip
magazine". This is devoted prim
arily to the individual fans or 
fan-groups, and, while running 
news of the professionals,can get 
along very well without them.Pro
minent exam-ole is: "Le Zombie". 
-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-

Third: the independent litera
ry magazine,offered for subscrip
tion, published for the sheer pur
pose of exploiting the editor’s 
urge for creation. It features 
stories, poetry, articles, and 
whimsy by other enthusiasts of 
imaginative fiction, has little 
or no interest either in profess
ional publications or in fan org
anizations. Examples: "The Fan- 
tast",• "Escape", "Sweetness and 
Light", "Futuria Fantasia-" ,• and 
"Polaris". ' While none of these 
examples are as yet full-breed- in 
this*type, they most closely res
emble it and they are, I believe, 
fore-runners of that type of‘ "fan 
magazine" which will most endure, 

-0-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-G-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O
"HEART and HACK" by Harry Warner Jr.
O-O-O-G-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-

The question has been asked dozens of times, and answered as often; 
Why is it that so many fantasy authors turn ouf masternieces when they 
begin writing; then degenerate and become hacks so swiftly? ihe aans- 
wer is perfectly obvious, of course. 'When an author first begins to 
write, if he has talent, intelligence,or genius, or any or.all of 
those, he writes good stories. As he gains experience he writes bet
ter, and the chances are that he sells better. And then he comes to 
the crossroads; sb 11 he continue as he has been, writing good stuff 
in spore time; or shall he try writing for a living? Almost always, 
the latter alternative is decided upon.

That brings up tie point of this* art! cle. Which' type of autmr can 
be counted on to" produce the best stuff r the one who writes soley for 
the love of writing. with no hope of selling or very little—; the 
one who has a steady dob and writes merely in his spare time to make 
some extra money: or the one who writes for his living?

To consider one at a time: the first type is almost non-existent»
There are very few men who take the time to write a story with no 
hopes of selling, and for their own amusement. Those that do undoubt
edly turn out messy products, anyv/ay—most of them, at any rate. And 
if they have no view of selling, maybe they don’t submit their stories 
in the end anyhow. I would go so far as to say. that you'll almost ne
ver read a piece of fiction in a professional magazine, by someone who 
wrote it, forgot about it, and someday submitted it.

Then come those who write as a sideline--- and it’s my opinion that 
they turn out the best fiction of all. For they have no particular 
schedule to fill; no worry about whether they’ll eat next week if "In
vaders. nrom Mars" doesn’t sell; and can write just about as they ple
ase. _ And look at the huge number of stf and fantasy authors who fall 
within this category!. Just about everyone who’s rated tops by intel
ligent fans. A. Merritt—who writes fantasy as a sideline, of course, 
even though his work is literary—, E.E. Smith, Dr. Keller, and almost 
every other top-flight writer. Most important, they turn out good 

because they are usually well enough equipped
And finally, those who live by writing. There aren’t many whowrite 

iantasy almost exclusively and live by it—Eando Binder and Jack Will
iamson are the ones who come closest, I believe. But of course there 
are a great many authors who' live by their writings of other types of
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fiction, and also dabble in fantasy more or less extensively .Like F./.A, 
Kummer, for instance,

Naturally, you can’t expect a writer to sell--- not write--- at- least 
three or four thousand words a week of pulp fiction, and still- turn 
out masterpieces every time. There are bound to be a bunch of ' bad 
stories; but at the same time, conditions are usually pretty favorable 
for some good ones too. For an author who writes extensively has one 
big a Vantage—he has experience. Which, is something the ones in my 
first.group don’t have, and the ones in the second to a limited extent 
only, most of the time. But the trouble is that most of those who 
write for a living fall into a rut,Given experience and a modi-cum of 
serme, a writer who gets the breaks sooner or later comes to the 
place where he can write almost mechanically. Some of the Western au
thors, for instance, have almost unbelievable production rates. One 
Western hack writer, it is said, can turn out a full novelette in a 
morning’s work; a novel in several days,; and is not .even forced t;o 
write,re-draft, and copy his work I Instead, he writes -and submits just 
as it first flows from nis typewriter. But this 'is nearly impossible 
in the fantasy field-.--.there is too much - need -of- decent plots there', 
fairly strong characterization, scientific accuracy, and a good power 
of description to allow such hasty work. . .It would seem,that the place to look for masterpieces is from those 
who don’t take their writing too seriously; spend plenty of.time on a 
story; and don’t worry too much over whether J;heir wcj< rail go for 
nothing or not. The perfect example of this, I think, is B.E. Smith. 
He has a good position with (of all things) a doughnut factory; and 
writes only when the time is to be had,He spends two years on a storyj 
more or less--Bloch wrote one in eight days of Smith’s average length-, 
but mavbe there^s a difference in the quality ’.---and it's about asgeod 
when it’S.nln print as it’s humanly possible to make it. An author 
whose existence depends on his typewriter can’t afford to waste 
this much time, so perhaps it’s best not to censure some of the hacks 
for not writing like*Smith or Merritt. Even though they are usually 
capable of better work than they ordinarily produce.
’A perfect example of the writer-who-writes, and the writer-who-wri- 

tes-for-livelihood;and the way they’ll attack a given framework, is to 
be had by comparing Stanley G. Weinbaum’s "Black Flame" and Eando Bin
der’s. "Lords of Creation". It is said that Weinbaum wrote "Black-Fla
me" and other two yarns in that huge novel for the love of his putting 
.h-imoelf on paper and with no view of ever seeing’ • it. in print. 
Though I’m inclined to doubt that, it’s very probable.that SGW didn’t 
expect to seLL the novel, at least for years, *If he were still/living 
nor one would be likely to. know it existed, even. But his death brought 
it about. On the other hand, "Lords of Creation" is a typical Binder 
storv.. . • ’ •

Both deal with a man who is put into suspended animation and awak
ens in the future. .The means■of doing -this are different; one is a- 
ware and the- other is. not. But they awaken alone, and set out to expire 
the world of•the far future. . They find it vastly different—in rather 
similar ways in both stories--a queen,, or near-queen,- fascinates them, 
and .their love for a'girl of a low baste, holds- both. - The solution is 
different in the two -yarns'; but need I say. which is better.. e?
‘ Weinbaum', to follow up £he comparison, was of course a much better 
writer than Binder is. Few can doubt the truth of -that statement: ev- 
en-in Binder’s earlier days he never turned out a true masterpiece of 
fantasy,that .will be. forever remembered. "But suppose Weinbaum had be
en Jtphack—in a way he has, naturally, but not in this case—and had 
set'cut to write "The Black Flame". And suppose Binder were a chemist 
or a bookkeeper, or an editor, still had the ability to write, and set 
out to write" "Lords of Creation"?

Don’t blame that hack you’re always censuring too much until you 
investigate! He might be just a lousy author—but then again—?
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2 H. G. WELLS
(an open letter)
by Joseph Gilbert

My dear Mr. Wells:-
Do you remember that preface, 

to your book, "Seven Famous Nov
els" in which you wrote:

"These tales have been compar
ed with the works of Jules Verne 
and t.iere was a. disposition on, 
the part of literary journalists 
at one time to call me the Eng
lish Jules Verne. As a matter of 
fact, there is no literary resem
blance whatever between the anti
cipatory inventions of the great 
Frenchman and these fantasies. 
His work dealt, almost always with 
actual possibilities of invention 
and discovery, and he made some 
remarkable forecasts. The inter
est he invoked was a practical’ 
one; he wrote and believed, and 
told that this or that could be 
done, which was not at that time 
done. He helped his reader to im
agine it done, and to realize wh
at fun, excitement or mischief 
could ensue. Many of his inven
tions have "come true". But these 
stories of mine collected here do 
not pretend to deal with possible 
things; they are excersises of 
imagination in a quite different 
field.....My early, profound and 
lifelong admiration for Swift, 
appwss again and again in this 
coll’, j Aon, and it is particular
ly evident in a predisposition to 
make the stories reflect upon 
coni xuuorary political and social 
conditions."

In other and fewer words,Verne 
was looking forward to greater 
mechanical changes,while your own 
stori ' reflected social predic
tions and vlews.

But is that what made"The Time 
Machine"one of the most enjoyable 
and forceful books in all litera

ture? Is that the reason that the 
"Invisible Man", "In the Days of 
the Comet", "The Island of Dr. 
Moreau",and my own favorite, "The. 
Food of the Gods", can be read 
equally enjoyed by garage mechan
ic and college professor alike? 
Is that the reason that "The War 
of the Worlds" can be made into a 
broadcast, forty-two years after 
its writing, and still convule a 
nation into hysterics?

The real explanation,Mr. Wells 
is-that you told a story,and told 
it'with an enthralling realism, a 
force, and a vividness that has 
never been equalled, 
sociology was there, 
underneath, and not 

Sure, the
But it was 
forced down

the throat of the reader. These 
magnifitales of Time and Space, 
had a deep, under lying-th ought,- 
but to the casual, reader, they 
were merely, mightily entertain
ing "escape". As imaginative es
cape they are unexcelled,and pro
bably wi-11 remain so. They had a 
sheer realism,a power to convince 
that was almost unbelievable. If 
you wanted to go beneath the sur
face, fine and good, but if only 
wanted to read truly, great stf.,. 
then the reflection on the sur
face was there,, for your admira
tion, too.

But things were evolving, Mr. 
Wells. You blazed a trail, and 
such was the novelty of the trail 
that it could not long avoid ex
ploitation. A magazine of imagi
native fiction was started by a 
shrewd publisher, with .more ima
gination than scruples. Its suc
cess exceeded everyone’s dreams, 
and, thus stf. came into the wor
ld as a regular, profitable ent
erprise. Its earlier days saw 
some splendid literature publish
ed in this field. But today---- ?

You’re right!
The real situation that devel

oped, and which concerns you,tho
ugh, was the fact that the writ
ers of these pulps, had no real 
foundation to build on, no prece
dent to follow,outside of the pb* 
vious one of that of a novelist 
by the name of Wellp. So follow
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him they did.
I don’t knbw how many times the 

theme of time-travel, which orig
inated with you,has been used Mr. 
Wells. I don’t believe that any
one else does either. Nor have I 
any conception of the number of 
writers who have hacked their way 
through the thought suggested by 
the "Invisible Man". As for the 
conception of a Martian Invasion 
which was used in the "War of the 
Worlds"-! Let’s don’t talk about 
that!

So you see,your short stories, 
your magnificent novels were com
bed for every suggestion which 
might make a science fiction yarn 
and gradually certain themes were 
used so frequently and were so, 
identified with you, that those 
themes were branded as "Old fash
ioned", and you with them.

"Well", said those who apprec
iated genius, "Wait until he wri
tes another- scientifictional yarn 
and you will see how old fashion
ed he is".

You wrote that yarn. The title 
of it was "Star Begotten". But 
there was only wailing, and beat
ing of breasts, and gnashing of 
teeth in the pro-Wells camp , 
when it appeared.. This wasn’t 
Wells! Not the Wells of the "Ti
me Machine" and "The War of the 
Worlds". This fellow was only a 
preacher with a long, dull, fic- 
tionized sermon.

That’s what "Star Begotten" 
was, Mr. Wells; a sermon. You 
weren’t telling a story; you were 
merely teaching sociology. P^r.-» 
haps I can best sum up^my impres
sions by quoting from a report I 
mal3 on it some time ago.- * - 
Somew at as follows:

-----bluntly this is rotten. 
Usually Mr. Wells is content to 
let the story point the moral. 
But in this garrulous and monote- 
nous 'mass of words he talks, and 
talks,until it seems that he will 
never run down . until’ eternity 
ends and Father Time dies of fal
len arches•TTne story:A group of Martians, 
(presumably, the author does not
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state specifically,) send down a 
barrage of cosmic rays to affect 
a mutation which will change Ear
thlings into Martianlings. The 
chap who is supposed to be tell
ing the story, turns out to be a 
mutation.

One can almost tell a period, 
when the author will pull .a soap
box out of his hat, and with a 
fierce look, bleat-’"Unaccustomed 
as I am to lecturing-ahem-" and 
then a bombardment of tedious wo
rds that makes the victim groan 
in agony. What has^ happened to 
the immortal. Wells of "The First 
Men in the Moon", "The Invisible 
Man", and "The Food of the G-ods"? 
-A prosey . reformer has taken, the 
place of tire author of the swift
ly moving, beautifuly written no
vels which are due to take their- 
piace in the crowded hall of the 
immortals."

That wasn’t very complimentary, 
was it? But I don’t believe any 
stf. fan f&lt very complimentary 
when "Star Begotten" appeared. It 

; wasn’t science fiction, you know.
The motion picture "Things to 

Come",and "The’Man Who Could Work 
■ Miracles" proved there still is 
that strange peculiar imaginative 

• genius in you; that the Wells who 
just wants to argue,can be downed 
by a Wells who can still mix soc
iology with fiction so that nei
ther get in the way of the other.

Perhaps that Wells has gone 
forever. No one grows younger. 
Certain it is that the Wells of 
today is not the Wells of Yester
day.

Don’t mind Orson Welles and my
self, H.G.; the truly Wellsian im*- • 
mensity of the cosmic concepts 
which you have created, have ear
ned you life, life-long after we 
have become tiny particles of gr
it in the sands of time. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
COMING IN FUTURE ISSUES: Material 
by Don Wilcox, Robert .Moore Will
iams, Forest J Ackerman,EE Smith, 
Haggard, Korshak, Geier, Tucker,& 
a myriad of others ’. SUBSCRIBE to 
AD ASTRA now!
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"AD LIB" • (What our KeADERS say)

Qpegfng up with a letter from JOHN W, CAMPBELL, Jr, editor of AST- 
PUMPING and UNKNOWN: "Strangely; I enjoyed immensely• E. E. Smith'1 s
article on editing. Maybe I;m human, or something. But, at the same 
time I had the unpleasant feeling'of: "that's all right now, but just 
wait—" hanging- over me. Because, while Smith had seen only the first 
part, I knew what we'd had to do with some of the others. You see, 
type net being elastic,sometimes, to make pages fill, or to get it all 
in, v/e have to cut or stretch a bit----which means some lines' of edit
ing. 'Some stories have to be cut as much as 30 lines- of type, even 50 
lines, simply because there isn’t an extra-page for the yarn. We try 
to do the editing as painlessly as possible, naturally.

Also,•sometimes the editor sees'a different story in the author's 
yarn and9 by changing a few* lines, shifts the whole emphasis of the 
yarn. That can, of course, improve or ruin a yarn, depending on the 
viewpoint. But sometimes that's necessary, as when the author's orig
inal set-up would have fearfully offended some group. Lots of lovely 
ideas in Heinlein&s coming "If This Goes On-----" have been ruthlessly 
heartrendingly, torn out. Lord knows, he's got plenty left; but it 
did hurt to have to take out the rest. But---- if we didn't, they’d 
have been apt to take out the-magazine that printed it."- . ......

Rarely heard from MOROJO,west-coast live-spark of ffeminine fandom 
writes: "Since I'm one of those AWFUL FUTURIANS it myt behoove U
not co publish anything,even a letter, by me til after the coming Con
vention. ((Woman, what strange thots enter into thy he ad I Mr. )) How
ever--- , •

I’d like to say a few things about AD ASTRA privately because 
I think U're certainly keeping your promise to give us better &'-better 
material. This issue, Nov, ’39, is most interesting. To be able to 
publish articles by EE Smith & JWC ampbell Jr is certainly an accompladi- 
ment. '

4e’s "Arrival" is even more entertaining than his y;"Re-berth", 
which I liked very much. (I watcht him write the latter, holdinghis 
typortable on his lap, on the train on our way back.-.t^ from- theny- 
con.? Ofcorse, I’m oartial to Forry for 2 definite reasons: His pecu
liar "styl" of writing .intrigues me, & I like to read about the things 
I do & see the way he tells about -them.- • •

It is so much more interest
ing reading articles by Bob Madle. J ”rv" Haggard & other of yoUr con
tributors. since having met, them in person at the "W"SFC. I have ev
ery intention of renewing those acquaintances at the Chicon, aswelas 
looking forward to meeting for the firstime Bob Tucker, rN Harry Warner, 
Wally Marconette & others in your "naborhood”--- &....the Gray Lensman' 
GREAT PENSMAN!----------------------------------------------------~ .

Krupa's illustration swell. (There is another young 
man I enjoyd meeting.) Farwest Facts always firstclass, don't U think? 
Wolheim's article on Sex in Science Fiction good; that is to say,I was 
very much pleased with its purpose. Ad Lib, essential." ;

From another non-s-f-fan reader of AA, MELBOURNE L. LEAVITT (for 
the benefit of you dubious LAers thereabouts,he lives at 615 S, Manha
ttan Place\7 "I am enclosing 25 cents, and would appreciate your 
entering my subscription to AA for the next three issues. I believe 
the magazine grows more interesting with each issue, and you have my 
heartiest congratulations on its deserved success."
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Hearing briefly from Paul. H. Spencer: "That last AD ASTRA ,
was a wow'. I mean it, it was probably the best single issue of a fan mag 
I’ve ever read! Congrats!; If AA were printed, FANTASY would be left 
'way behind." ((To which we breathlessly reply; Thanks MR) )

IFF Member, Chicon booster THOMAS HInDD$r. says: " 3. E. Smith's
article excellent, Campbell's superb. Krupa s work always good, this 
was very good4 I always like to see something be 4e & boyoboy, he’s 
here three times! Oh happy day! That makes it a super-swell magnifi
cent issue of the first water. Wolheim’s article showed some thought, 
and - I quite.-agreed with him. Cover was not so good, or maybe- the front 
side of the contents page is not a cover. If not, what is it. (( We 
considered the Krupa drawing the cover, and it was only because of the 
V-Rt minute ru sh to be off to Ph illy for the Conference; that we had 
to hurriedly cut thereover" you, and several other discerning readers 
have criticized. We had intended nutting the Krupa drawing on the 
outside, but in the last minute scramble, we didn’t have time to cut 
a full page of solid type. MR.))

■ ky J. Sienkie e* of Scranton, Penn., who closes his letter— 
AD A SraTy yours", writes: "I'm writing thid letter to tell you that, 
your magazine, AD ASTRA, is absolutely, postively the best fan mag on 
the market. Don’t ask me what market ’cause I do not Know."

Postcarded.from SAMUEL D. RUSSELL: "Ko. 4 AD ASTRA received
this morning and contents noted with benign approval. Cover, however 
disapproved of; even if good illustrators are extinct, surely you could 
have drawn pi htier lettering than that of a typewriter. Pldnographing 
of the Krypa illustration was excellent, and you chose a good one, too. 
Dr. Smith'-s article, of course, heads the issue in quality as well as 
order,being written by one of.the few authors who realize that science 
fiction has a literary aspect. His opinions are refreshingly frank & 
to the.point. Campbell's piece is likewise excelllent;great length in 
stories is too often the result of padding rather than development. 
4e's breezy accounts are, as always, invigorating reading; Darrow's 
statistical series is valuable to . us guys with the -holes in our col
lections ;Madle ' s and Croutch's pieces are interesting _nformative; the 
book reviews should be longer;. J. Harvey Haggard’s' article on Erasmus 
Darwin is a swell idea; Wolheim's bit on sex is rather wandering and 
vague." ((Sam got a lot on that postcard. MR.)) ..

((AD LIB had to be cut short this issue, so we. can’t print all 
those letters of interesting.comment we recaivM from: Joseph Gilbert, 
Melvin C, Schmidt, Harold F. Benson, Henry D. Goldman, "Doer" Lowndes 
Gerald W. Meader, George P. Calvert, Harry Warner,Jr., Ray Pauley—
E,rys Evans, Ralph C, Hamilton, and many other readers of AA. We pro
mise you, next issue, an extra large AD LIB.
# -Jr * -X- -Jr iri6- ir i'c# -X ir -Xc -X -JH<• -X’ -X- -X# -X-X X -X X X X X X X -X X i’c -X- X X ft# X X -X- XXX -X- X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X -Jr -X- X X

STATISTICAL RESUME: "ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION" BY Richard I. Meyer.
To date there have been I 9 issu
es of Astounding Stories (now As
tounding Science-Fiction), inclu
ding both the Clayton and Street 
& Smith publications.

CLAYTON’S
There were 34 Clayton issues pub
lished. From Vol.l;#l to Vol.10;
#3 they were monthly. There were 
4 issues published bi-monthly, 
from Vol.li;#l to Vol.l2j#l

' ' STREET & SMITH'S
There have been 75 issues of this

publication since Oct. '33 to Jan. 
'40,incl. From Vol.l2;#2 to Vol. 
24;#3. All were monthly.
Harry Bates was Editor of the ma
gazine when published by Clayton. 
F.Orlin Tremaine.- with Desmond 
Hall as ASSC. was Editor of th^ 
Street & Smith Astounding, until 
February T38, when John W. Camp
bell, Jr. took the former’s job. 
Cover artists for Astounding , 
since its beginanggin 1930, were 
Wesso, Brown, Rogers, Finlay,Frew 
Schneeman, & Gilmore. Price 20^.



The Chcv.Z ? s ^hazetto is just the 
thing you want for that oh, so 
quiet evening at home beside 
the fireplace and the dog J The 
fanrs home companion retails at 
three copies for ten cents *, , „ 
a bargain among fan magazines I

The name?............ oh yes ,
we call it:

LE ZOMBIE
’’The GhoulFs Ghazette'1

2.0, Box 260 Bloomington,Ill.

(sample copies sent to new fans)

HIX, FAN1Are you interested in the I9U0 science-fiction Convention? Are you 
!'up" on the details?......of the plans for the gala days in Chi
cago next summer when the fantasy gang gets together for the ann
ual jamboree?,...... have you heard of the costume plans, calling 
for fans to appear at the convention bedecked after their favorite
science-fiction characters?...... do yoi’ knew of the latest de- 
vei to making those coming da^s the grandest in your fan
tasy life? If you do NOT know the latest developments, you are 
being left behind in the matter of up-to-date information...... we 
suggest you rectify the situation at once i The sum of fifty cents 
brings you one years membership in the ILLINI FaNTASY FICTICNEERS, 
the organization sponsoring the Chicago 19H0 World Science Fiction 
Convention J; further it brings you all privleges connected with 
the same, including subscription to the ten-page bi-monthly maga
zine, FAcTj.SY FICTIONELR, which carries all the information you 
need to be "up” on convention plans! Jrite 
Richard I. meyer, Secretary-Treasure, 5156 Cambridge Ave „, Chicago 



what is YEARBOOK? Read what bort ./eisingor, editor of STARTLING- 
STORIES says of .it;

;'The YEARBOOK of science...weird & fantasy-fiction 
is almost encyclopedic in scope, carries a complete 5.n.dex to plas
tically every line of science fiction penned during the year 19J-3, 
with names of magazines, dates, authors, stories,arilsbsp A pretty 
handy item to those that skipped sn issue or two of any mag in the 
field. This YEARBOOK is an invaluable catalog of science fid ion 
for the past year. Tip for 1959 issue: editors should note length 
of stories indexed, whether novelette or short story, etc. "

and Editor Reisinger, wo took your tip? The 
1959 YEARBOOK of Science, Weird and fantasy Fiction for 1959 is now 
ready.«... will be in the mails soon after this page apnearsJ In 
addition to the above, YEARBOOK received glowing compliments from 
John Wa Cambell, Jrc, editor of ASTOUNDING and UNKNOWN; 1 arnsworth 
bright, editor of /BIRD TALES, Chandler Whipple, former editor of 
ARGOSY, and many others in the weird,fantasy and science-fiction 
field? Editors, authors..., and most of all, fans need this YlAL 
BOOK -- it is more than an "item" or catalog of 1959 fantasy fic
tion? It amounts to an authority of professional fiction, contain
ing, this year, all the information on all the science, weird, and 
fantasy fiction published by the regular fantasy magazines of three 
countries: United States, England and France.’

The 1959 YEARBOOK, like last years, is in two sections (bound to
gether, of course); the first section containg every title appear
ing in the magazines of the three countries of 1959> listed alpha
betically together with the name of magazine ano date of appearance 
The secoi section is a chronological survey, giving the complete 
contents of every magazine for every date of appearance, including 
the author, artist, length and type (or kind) of story?
The YEARBOOK is not just a fan magazine, in either size or scope J 
In size it nears fifty pages? No fan magazine that! And its scope- 
— well, the fantastic fiction of three nations covers ground? The 
YEARBOOK, during the last year has earned itself the reputation of 
an authority; innumerable readers consulted it, fan-authors b/: >1 
material for articles on it; approximently 200 fantasy fans use 
it for an index to their collection — a vital part of their coll
ection J
But..... need we go on? Anyone vh o has a 1938 YEARBOOK is our 
greatest advertiser; Take the fan’s word for it: it is a must on 
your list?

yERRBOGK GF SCIEnCE.WEIRD 6 FROTRSa FICTIOn
20 -f

P.O. Box 26c Bloomington, Illinois


